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This text covers the convergent use of GIS for location science analysis. The integrated approach enables analysts to look beyond theoretical location constructs to focus on the resolution of actual siting problems, producing better data and model representations, and developing better solution approaches.
The retail sector has undergone a major structural transformation in the past fifteen years and one aspect has been the enormous growth in airport retailing which now represents one of the major methods of profit generation for the airport authorities. With this trend set to continue, retailing will increasingly represent an important aspect of future airport development. In European Airport Retailing the authors set out to examine the contemporary and future developments in airport retailing, both from a strategic and operational perspective.
Including coverage of both tax free and duty paid retailing, the book looks at such issues as retail marketing; location and design; supply chain relationships and human resource issues.
With over 7,000 islands, the Philippines is the world’s largest group of islands. For hundreds of years, the beautiful Southeast Asian archipelago was fairly isolated from its neighbouring as well as western countries. Only since 2000, the Philippines began to open its business markets to foreign investors. In his book, Timo Priester scrutinizes the Philippine retail structure. He offers interesting insights about the organization of Manila’s (the country’s dominant capital) retail trade. The principal focus is on three different business markets: The
Mobile, the Home Appliances and the Audio Visual Market.
This ebook is an inter-disciplinary collection of topics representing conventional and unconventional approaches to fashion studies, exposing a wide variety of methodological perspectives from fields including anthropology, history, art history, sociology, and material culture.
Maturità nei progetti. Un modello di miglioramento per le piccole e medie imprese
Identifying Effective Promotion Strategies for Small Retail Business in the State of Nevada
Volume 23
A Study On Value Chain Analysis Of Retailing A Tool For Sustainable Development
Il punto vendita come luogo di customer experience
Asset, Property e Facility management nella Grande Distribuzione
This new edition of Craftingand Executing Strategy continues to provide a valuable resource forEuropean readers while embracing new and updated core concepts and key theoriesin strategy. Throughout the text you will find a range of examples thatillustrate how strategy works in the real world and encourage the practicalapplication of learning. Complementing the chapters is a section of new casesproviding in-depth analysis of the challenges of strategic management at arange of companies. This edition includes: • A new 6Ds framework, allowing readers to
structure theirapproach to strategic management around the fundamental elements of thestrategy process (Diagnosis, Direction, Decisions and Delivery) and the contextwithin which that process is managed (Dynamism and Disorder). • Opening cases that begin each chapter and feature real-lifebusiness scenarios from companies such as Tinder, Ikea and Victorinox,introducing strategic concepts and theories. • Illustration Capsules, which have been updated to illustratecontemporary business concerns and demonstrate how companies have reactedstrategically,
increasing understanding of successful strategies. Companiesfeatured include Burberry, TOMS, Aldi, Novo Nordisk and more. • Key Debates that stimulate classroom discussion and encouragecritical analysis. • Emerging Themes that present contemporary strategicopportunities and issues such as ripple intelligence and technology and neworganizational structures. • A Different View encouraging readers to appreciate differingviewpoints on strategic concepts and theories. • End of chapter cases that capture each chapter’s main theoriesthrough engaging cases
on companies such as Adidas and Nike, Lego and Uber. • New recommended reading at the end of each chapter which help tofurther knowledge, including classic texts and advanced reading, and authornotes providing context Connect is McGraw-Hill Education’s learning and teachingenvironment that improves student performance and outcomes while promotingengagement and comprehension of content. New for this edition are interview-style videos, featuring authorAlex Janes in discussion with business leaders, exploring how organizationalstrategy has
developed within companies as diverse as Jeep, Levi Strauss, NovoNordisk and a prestigious oil and gas company. The videos are provided infull-length or in segments, with questions aimed at encouraging classroomdiscussion or self-testing. This new edition is available with SmartBook, McGraw-HillEducation’s adaptive, digital tool that tests students’ knowledge of key conceptsand pinpoints the topics on which they need to focus study time. Crafting and Executing Strategy is also available with both TheBusiness Strategy Game and GLO-BUS – the
world’sleading business strategy simulations.
100.745
This innovative volume brings together contributions from leading experts in the study of luxury to present the full range of perspectives on luxury business, from a variety of social science approaches. Topics include conceptual foundations and the evolution of the luxury industry; the production of luxury goods; luxury branding and marketing; distributing luxury; globalization and markets; and issues of morality, inequality, and environmental sustainability. The Oxford Handbook of Luxury Business is a necessary resource for all students and researchers of the
field as well as for forward-thinking industry professionals.
100.755
Retailization
A Survey for GfK Asia Pte., Ltd (Philippines)
Un modello di miglioramento per le piccole e medie imprese
La strategia aziendale nei mercati complessi. Dai modelli di base alle visioni di frontiera
Retail Geography
Contemporary Strategy Analysis 9e Text Only
1065.37
The Handbook is a comprehensive research reference that is essential for anyone interested in conducting research in supply chain. Unique features include: -A focus on the intersection of quantitative supply chain analysis and E-Business, -Unlike other edited volumes in the supply chain area, this is a handbook rather than a collection of research papers. Each chapter was written by one or more leading researchers in the area. These authors were invited on the basis of their scholarly expertise and unique insights in a particular sub-area, -As much attention is given to looking back as to looking forward. Most chapters discuss at length
future research needs and research directions from both theoretical and practical perspectives, -Most chapters describe in detail the quantitative models used for analysis and the theoretical underpinnings; many examples and case studies are provided to demonstrate how the models and the theoretical insights are relevant to real situations, -Coverage of most state-of-the-art business practices in supply chain management.
European Journal of Tourism ResearchVolume 23Varna University of Management
Small businesses are the backbone of any economy. Although big transnational firms are associated with economies of scale, efficiencies, prestige and good payscales, it is the small firms that are the largest employers in terms of numbers, and are known for their flexibility and responsiveness in meeting consumer demands. This research focuses on seeking out promotional strategies that can help small businesses in Nevada which is a hub for small businesses in America. In order to find suitable strategies that can enable small businesses to compete in an industry that has come to be dominated by big firms, a multiple case study method
has been used. The multiple case study method has helped to determine useful strategies that small firms can use in competing in the retail industry, an industry that has come to be dominated by the big players. An in-depth study, of multiple cases that are focused on the state of Nevada has yielded that small businesses face many issues that are in-house that need to be resolved before the businesses embark on a journey to market themselves better
Developing a National In-store Strategy Using a Merchandising Service Organization
Le funzioni di coordinamento delle professioni sanitarie. Aspetti contrattuali e management
Le professioni per l'impresa. Caratteri distintivi, fattori di successo e testimonianze
Fashion: Exploring Critical Issues
Retail Management
L'arte di vendere la decisione trasformando gli esecutori in protagonisti

The retail sector is an integral part of a national economy. From the political economy perspective, all consumer goods have surplus values locked up in them; the surplus values are not realized until the consumer goods are purchased by consumers through various distribution channels. As such, retailing is the essential link between production and consumption. The success of a retail business depends on
two general factors: the location of the retail outlet, and management of the business. Both factors are equally important. If the business is located in the wrong place with the wrong customer base, it will not generate expected sales. Similarly, if the business is poorly managed and operated, it will not perform well even if the location is right. Influenced by both traditional and new location theories, Retail
Geography is conceptualized and organized using the retail planning process as the framework. The technical and methodological chapters help guide the reader with detailed descriptions of the techniques and are supported with practical examples to reflect the latest software development. Retail Geography provides a state-of-the-art summary and will act as a core textbook for undergraduate and graduate
students of economic geography interested in specializing in retail and business geography. The practical examples also make it a valuable handbook for practitioners in the field, as well as students of retail management and commercial real estate management.
100.721
100.660
This book, first published in 1988, brings together leading researchers from both the retailing business and the academic world to discuss the latest techniques of analysis and forecasting in the fields of store choice, store location, and market analysis. Its rationale is the major restructuring of the UK retailing industry which has taken place over the past twenty years, and the profound implications of that
restructuring for the type of research necessary to understand, maintain and enhance corporate responsibility. The contributors present accounts of the development of new and original methods for retail analysis and forecasting purposes. They lay stress upon practical methods which are accurate and robust, and which can operate with the type of data typically available to retailers. The book will provide a
major work of reference for retailers, market researchers, retail analysts, estate managers, urban planners and geographers in many countries.
Strategic Management for Travel and Tourism
Contemporary Strategy Analysis
The Oxford Handbook of Luxury Business
La sicurezza del paziente e la lotta agli sprechi nelle strutture pubbliche e private
Strategic Management Accounting
Store management
1302.1.1
* Challenging and provocative book * Shows how management accounting techniques can be integrated into the strategic decision making process * Extensive use of practical examples from a variety of contexts.An introduction to business strategy for management accountants, financial accountants or managers with an accounting orientation. The book places management accounting clearly within the context of strategic management of the business. Offers qualified accountants a sound introduction to strategic management, and with practical examples and mini-cases provided
throughout, this book is comprehensive yet concise. Keith Ward addresses strategic management accounting as a continuous process of analysis, planning and control. Management accounting is about supplying the right information to the right people at the right time, and this can only be expressed in the context of the business strategy and strategic plan. The implementation of appropriate management accounting systems to complement different strategies is discussed in detail. Applications and examples include multinational organizations, non-profit organizations and varying
organizational structures. Finally the author covers methods of using management accounting for strategic advantage.
100.818
Ideal for MBA and advanced undergraduate students, Contemporary Strategy Analysis, 11th Edition delivers an accessible and insightful exploration of the fundamentals of strategic value creation. With a strong focus on practical strategies proven to work in the real-world, the text includes a multitude of case studies based on recognizable companies that illustrate the implementation of the concepts discussed within.
Business Analysis and Design
Caratteri distintivi, fattori di successo e testimonianze
The Quest for Competitive Advantage
Business Site Selection, Location Analysis and GIS
Valutazione delle prestazioni e sistema premiante. Come applicare la Riforma Brunetta del Pubblico Impiego
Guida alla qualificazione di processo, prodotto e servizio

Global economic scenarios are increasing in complexity due to the recent global financial crisis, globalization, the evolution of ICT, and the changing behaviors of consumers. This has made it difficult to predict trends and build strategies within the retail industry. As a result, long-term forecasts and schedules are not possible, and more research is needed to explore todays consumer profile and set the frameworks for future recovery strategies. Predicting Trends and Building Strategies for Consumer Engagement in Retail Environments is a pivotal reference source that provides
practical insights into improving the understanding of complex retail environments and consumer shopping behaviors in order to predict trends and develop strategies for retailers in times of economic crisis. While highlighting topics such as consumer engagement, industry models, and market globalization, this publication explores qualitative and quantitative methods of interest and the multidisciplinary approaches revolving around the industry. This book is ideally designed for marketers, managers, practitioners, retail professionals, academicians, researchers, and students seeking
current research on relationship marketing, digital marketing, service management, and complexity theories.
Strategic Management for Travel and Tourism is the must-have text for students studying travel and tourism. It brings theory to life by using industry-based case studies, and in doing so, 'speaks the language' of the Travel and Tourism student. Among the new features and topics included in this edition are: * international case studies from large-scale businesses such as Airtours, MyTravel and South West Airlines * user-friendly applications of strategic management theory, such as objectives, products and markets and strategic implementation, together with illustrative case studies, and
longer case studies for seminar work and summaries * contemporary strategic issues affecting travel and tourism organizations, such as vertical integration and strategic alliances Strategic Management for Travel and Tourism is a well-rounded book, ideal for all undergraduate and postgraduate students focusing on strategy in travel and tourism.
The retail sales floor has become a battlefield: each brand is fighting for the same customer and wants to ensure their merchandise is on the sales floor, sized, folded, hung and presented properly. Field Visual Merchandising Strategy is a comprehensive guide to developing and executing a national field merchandising strategy, covering key areas such as developing a strategy, how to go about selecting the right merchandising service organization, team training, merchandising standards, planograms, and launching the strategy. Ideal for retail marketers, visual merchandisers,
merchandising managers and brand managers, Field Visual Merchandising Strategy uses examples and case studies from a range of shops, from fashion emporia to small outlets, to provide real-world insight on how strategic visual merchandising works.
This study of retail pricing strategies presents information on the practices used in a variety of sectors, such as supermarkets, banks and airlines. His analysis rests on several basic concepts which are introduced in the book.
Predicting Trends and Building Strategies for Consumer Engagement in Retail Environments
Sfide, scenari e strategie del retail nel lusso-moda
A Dissertation Submitted in Partial Fulfilment of the Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Business Administration
Understanding Innovation in Organisation
Store Choice, Store Location and Market Analysis (Routledge Revivals)
Interbrand Choice, Strategy, and Bilateral Market Power
EBOOK: Strategy: Analysis and Practice
Vecchio e nuovo, tradizione e innovazione, continuità e cambiamento, non sono forme alternative, ma aspetti complementari di uno stesso moto al centro della realtà contemporanea. Il volume si pone l’obiettivo di ripensare le modalità con cui questi binomi inscindibili interagiscono e si riconfigurano in 7 diversi campi di studio: le scienze della comunicazione, i diritti umani, la sociologia delle emozioni, la storia della scienza, le scienze culinarie, la sociologia della moda e la storia della religione. I risultati di questo esperimento sono per certi versi sorprendenti e delineano una sorta di
“guida” valida per le discipline considerate, ma che stimola a riflettere su altri casi simili. Il vecchio e il nuovo convivono tra forme di imitazione, spinte alla sopravvivenza, competizione a tratti feroce e inattese ibridazioni. Tradizione e innovazione sono in perpetua interazione nel corso della storia, sebbene ciò che si ritiene tradizionale o innovativo cambi secondo le esigenze del momento, attualizzando il passato nel presente. Saggi di: Gabriele Balbi, Maria Stefania Cataleta, Massimo Cerulo, Alberto Fragio, Alessandra Guigoni, Marco Pedroni, Cecilia Winterhalter
100.852
Revised edition of the author's Contemporary strategy analysis, 2013.
Qualità, certificazione e prove. Guida alla qualificazione di processo, prodotto e servizio
Il mercato immobiliare dei centri commerciali. Asset, Property e Facility management nella Grande Distribuzione
Retail Pricing Strategies and Market Power
European Airport Retailing: Growth Strategies for the New Millennium
Dai modelli di base alle visioni di frontiera
Come applicare la Riforma Brunetta del Pubblico Impiego

This textbook offers an essential introduction to design orientation in business, which impacts the way management is undertaken world-wide. Design orientation, as it applies to business, is the process through which a designer analyses business as a system, identifies motivation for changing the system, and designs improvement for the organisation, as well as ways of implementing this improvement. It involves
strategic and innovative thinking, communication with key stakeholders, and change management. This book provides coverage of critical tools for design which enable business professionals to analyse existing ways of organizing and to design new ways of organizing. The reader will learn how to develop a digital business model to organize private, public or voluntary work. In doing so, the reader will learn to
critically evaluate the notion of digital innovation and understand the proper place of ICT within organization. The reader will learn how to: critically evaluate the relevance of digital innovation to domains of organisation develop digital business models to organize private, public or voluntary work construct business strategy and relate it to business models, motivation models, innovation management and change
management Written by an expert in the field, this book is designed for both students and professionals. Each chapter contains an introduction, a section of key reading, and a summary, while a number of cases based on real-life examples are worked through as examples in the text, demonstrating the real-life application of the design theory discussed.
100.723
100.737
100.764
Travel retailing. Analisi, strategie, best practices
Modeling in the E-Business Era
Rapporto di lavoro, trattamento economico, incarichi, valutazione e responsabilità
Speed and Quality by Design. Speed & Quality, Quality by Design handbook. Vol. 2
La gestione del rischio clinico
Ebook: Crafting and Executing Strategy
100.763
The European Journal of Tourism Research is an open access academic journal in the field of tourism, published by Varna University of Management, Bulgaria. Its aim is to provide a platform for discussion of theoretical and empirical problems in tourism. Publications from all fields, connected with tourism such as tourism management, tourism marketing, tourism sociology, psychology in tourism, tourism geography, political sciences in tourism, mathematics, tourism statistics, tourism
anthropology, culture and tourism, heritage and tourism, national identity and tourism, information technologies in tourism and others are invited. The journal is open to all researchers. Young researchers and authors from Central and Eastern Europe are encouraged to submit their contributions. Regular Articles in the European Journal of Tourism Research should normally be between 4 000 and 20 000 words. Major research articles of between 10 000 and 20 000 are highly welcome.
Longer or shorter papers will also be considered. The journal publishes also Research Notes of 1 500 – 2 000 words. Submitted papers must combine theoretical concepts with practical applications or empirical testing. The European Journal of Tourism Research includes also the following sections: Book Reviews, announcements for Conferences and Seminars, abstracts of successfully defended Doctoral Dissertations in Tourism, case studies of Tourism Best Practices. The European Journal
of Tourism Research is published in three Volumes per year. There are no charges for publication. The full text of the European Journal of Tourism Research is available in the following databases: EBSCO Hospitality and Tourism Complete CABI Leisure, Recreation and Tourism ProQuest Research Library The journal is indexed in Scopus and Clarivate Analytics' Emerging Sources Citation Index. The editorial team welcomes your submissions to the European Journal of Tourism Research.
European Journal of Tourism Research
Handbook of Quantitative Supply Chain Analysis
Speed & Quality, Quality by Design handbook. Vol. 2
Le professioni mediche dell'azienda sanitaria. Rapporto di lavoro, trattamento economico, incarichi, valutazione e responsabilità
Guida alla certificazione base di project management in sanità
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